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ABOUT UNREEEA

 Uganda Solar Energy Assocication (USEA)
 Uganda National Biogas Alliance (UNBA)
 Hydro Power Association of Uganda (HPAU)
 Wind Power Association of Uganda (WPAU)
 Energy Efficiency Association of Uganda (EEAU)
 Biomass Energy Efficient Technologies Association (BEETA)  

Uganda National Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Alliance (UNREEEA) is a non-
profit, non-partisan umbrella organisation of business associations and actors in the
renewable energy and energy efficiency subsector. As an apex organisation, UNREEEA
advocates for a conducive environment for private sector involvement in Renewable
Energy and Energy Efficiency to sustain its growth and development. 

UNREEEA was incorporated in 2015 and consists of six (6) renewable energy and energy
efficiency business associations. These business associations represent a specific
technology and are actively increasing its deployment and development in Uganda.
Members include;

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

As a member body/organisation, UNREEEA offers six (6) major services to its members; 

Brokerage

Certification

Capacity Building

Policy and Advocacy

Research and Development

Resource Mobilisation 



BROKERAGE
a) Partnerships;

UNREEEA works hand-in-hand with both local and
international partners within the renewable energy
and energy efficiency space to enable market
development and capacity building across the sector. 

b) Networking; 

c) Career Opportunities; 

Invitations to high level conferences with key stake
holders and sector players in the various renewable
energy technologies such as solar, biomass and
others. This paves way to partnerships and
collaborations to grow one’s business and the
renewable energy sector at large.

UNREEEA offers numerous career opportunities in
form of tenders, grants, as well as jobs/vacancies in
and outside the institution for interested persons to
grow their career within the renewable energy sector. 

CAPACITY BUILDING 
a) Technical Training;

Skill development in renewable energy technologies
such as installations and maintenance as well as
administrative roles to effectively run respective
associations or companies.

Developing individual and institutional capacity and
adopting successful strategies for faster and
sustainable growth of the renewable energy sector.

b) Workshops and Webinars;



a) Government Engagement;

UNREEEA acts as a bridge between private sector
players in the renewable energy and energy efficiency
sector and the government to create and enabling and
conducive business environment for renewables.

POLICY AND ADVOCACY

b) Policy Development;

Through the National Renewable Energy Platform
(NREP), key stake holders and private sector players
converge with the Government to discuss ways in
which the renewable energy sector can be further
developed hence contributing to policy development.

CERTIFICATION

b) Consumer Sensitization;

Through a voluntary self-regulating mechanism, the
alliance ensures consumer protection through
promoting adherence to quality and standards
amongst its network members in the renewable
energy sector of Uganda.

a) Quality Assurance;

With help from member associations and companies,
UNREEEA sensitizes the renewable energy market on
product quality and regulatory policies to ensure
standardization of products quality and services.



RESOURCE MOBILISATION

a) Market Building;

Supporting market development through promotion
of investment, research and awareness creation. In
partnership with government and other sector
stakeholders, the alliance supports market awareness
with a focus on energy and climate change. We use
this as a demand side management tool to speed up
the adoption rates of renewable energy and energy-
efficient technologies for sustainable development in
Uganda. In efforts to boost market development, the
alliance also aspires to use both market based and
scientific research to identify opportunities and
bottlenecks for which it designs respective sustainable
interventions.

UNREEEA mobilizes resources from short, medium and
long-term sources to support institutional
development, membership services and sustainability.

b) Membership Support;

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

a) Knowledge Enhancement

UNREEEA participates in various Research and
Development projects within the context of clean
energy and development with various partners
particularly think tanks and academia. 
This collaboration provides useful information to
members, policy makers and investors to engage in
different R&D projects either collectively with other
partners or individually. Similarly, such involvement
will offer support to members to access relevant
information that will facilitative investment, trade and
innovation in the clean energy sector of Uganda.
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Design and development of new approaches to the
ever-changing consumer demands to overcome
barriers that have impeded the deployment and
advancement of sustainable energy services and
technologies.

b) Technology Advancement

LEARN MORE

Visit: www.unreeea.org

FOLLOW US

facebook.com/unreeea

linkedin.com/company/unreeea

@unreeea


